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Introduction

Chaotic Indicators, cont.

Results

The current research builds off previous research[1] done exploring the dynamics of a magnetic dipole
system and a systematic search for periodic bouncing modes. Here we are concerned with the stability
of these periodic modes. Using chaotic indicators and implementing our own simplistic method, we
characterize the long-term stability of nearly all modes found in the previous research.

As the Lyapunov exponent measures the growth or decay of axes of an ellipsoid to capture the chaotic
nature of dynamical systems, the SALI and GALI measure the alignment of originally orthgonal
deviation vectors to determine chaoticity.

Because of the discontinuous nature of the magnetic dipole system, the LEs, SALI, and GALI were not
able to provide any reliable indication of chaos in the modes tested. The underlying assumption about
the chaotic nature these systems are able to characterize relies on them being smooth, something
known as Olsedet’s Theorem. The bouncing criterion imposed for the system at hand is therefore
inherantly violable to this assumption and can’t use these chaotic indicators. To determine stability,
then, I looked for a simple condition as the system was integrated: whether or not the free dipole
returned to it’s beginning value of θ or β (depending on whether the dipole is in-phase or out-ofphase) after one period of motion. The criterion for whether the dipole returned to its original state
was within a tolerance of 10−2 and integration was for up to 500 periods, after which if the bouncing
diople hadn’t wandered without that tolerance it was declared stable. After determining the long-term
behavior of each unique periodic state, I then found the percentage for each mode (those families of
states with the same m, n, p values) which was stable and whether the final state in each mode (the
one with the highest value of E and pφ) was stable. If the final state in a given mode was stable,
I characterized the entire mode as completely stable whether or not 100% of the states in the mode
were stable.
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Fig. 1: Setup of the magnetic dipole system. The angle θ describes the polar position of the free dipole while φ describes the rotational orientation
of the free dipole. The dipole in the center is fixed in position and orientation while the free dipole can move anywhere. Image credit[1]

Chaotic Indicators
The characterization of dynamical systems and their long-term behavior is the study of chaos theory.
Many contributions[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] have been made to the study of dynamcial systems and there
are many ways in which to characterize their behavior. The canonical method is to use Lyapunov
exponents (LEs). Lyapunov exponents calculate the exponential growth or decay of neighboring orbits
to determine if a trajectory in phase space is stable or chaotic. Calculations for this sort of phase
space separation is used in methods such as the Fast Lyapunov Indicator, the Maximum Lyapunov
Exponent, and the Relative Lyapunov Indicator. It is also possible to compute a spectrum of LEs,
one LE for each dimension of the phase space. This Lyapunov spectrum was the method implemented
here and used to look at the stability of orbits in this system.
Other methods to characterize the chaotic nature of dyanamical systems is the Samller Alignment
Index (SALI) and the Generalized Alignment Index (GALI). Both of these methods exploit the fact
that regular or stable trajectories in phase space fall on an N -dimensional torus and evolving deviation
vectors in tangent space will uncover whether the orbit is on a torus or not. If these deviation vectors
begin to align, the system must be exhibiting chaos, whereas if the motion falls on a torus, the
deviation vectors will remain in a similar orientation to how they began, or begin to align according
to predictable rules.
The Lyapunov exponent is defined as follows[13]: Let f be a smooth map on Rm and Jn = Df n(v0)
and for k = 1, . . . , m, let rkn be the length of the kth longest orthogonal axis of the ellipsoid JnN for
an orbit with initial point v0. Then rkn measure the contraction or expansion near the orbit v0 during
1/n
n
and the
the first n iterations. The kth Lyapunov number of v0 is defined by Lk = limn→∞ rk
kth Lyapunov exponent of v0 is hk = ln Lk . A LE greater than 0 indicates an exponential growth in
one direction of the ellipsoid, characterizing a chaotic nature.

Fig. 3: The Small Alignment Index is a quick indicator of chaos in dynamical systems. Two distinct vectors will align with one another in a
chaotic system whereas they will stay pointing away from each other if the orbit is stable. Image credit[9].

Defining the SALI at time t to be SALI(t) = min {kŵ1(t) + ŵ1(t)k, kŵ1(t) − ŵ1(t)k} we can see in
the figure above the alignment of two initially orthgonal vectors will begin to align if there is a degree
of chaoticity in the dynamical equations. The SALI tends to give a more efficient means of measuring
chaos as some threshold value can be established, below which you can determine if an orbit is chaotic
and the SALI falls towards zero exponentially quickly for chaotic orbits.

The following tables summarize the data by the number of bounces for periodic states and whether a
mode is in-phase or out-of-phase. I used a threshold value of 50% of states in a given mode as stable
to determine whether a mode was partially stable. This seemed like the best cutoff value for this
condition given the data.
Bounce #
% Partially Stable % Totally Stable
1
0.0
0.0
4
31.3
6.3
7
12.5
0.0
13
16.7
5.6
23
17.0
3.8
39
12.5
2.8
63
8.1
1.0
111
4.6
1.5
157
5.7
2.5
In/Out of Phase % Partially Stable % Totally Stable
In
36.6
12.0
Out
6.1
2.0

Lyapunov Spectrum Implementation
In order to compute a spectrum of LEs, I followed closely the implementation found in Alligood[13].
Beginning with a 6 × 6 identity matrix, representing the unit hypersphere in Fig. 2, one integration
time step was taken using a Dormand-Price adaptive step size numerical integration algorithm. After
the integration step was taken, the Jacobian for the newly computed state variables was found and
the initially unit sphere was then deformed in different directions. The logarithm of the amount of
deformation in each axis was stored and added to an array, and the now distorted sphere was then
orthonormalized using a QR decomposition. This process was repeated for a proscribed amount of
time with each time step’s deformation added to the array of values and after a proscribed amount of
time, the values in the array were divided by the number of steps taken. With the largest Lyapunov
exponent characterizing chaos, and for every state tested, all maximum LEs were positive. However,
using MagPhyx software[14] to visualize, the long-term behavior of states tested indicated stability.
This is how I came to the conclusion the non-smooth nature of this magnetic dipole system might
not work with LE calculations. To ensure the implementation of the Lyapunov spectrum calculations
were correct, I computed it for several known system, including the Hénon map, the Lorenz attractor,
and the Rössler attractor, all of which agreed with established values for each[15].

Tab. 1: A select few entries of periodic states characterized by their number of bounces and all modes characterized by either in-phase or
out-of-phase.
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